
DEDICATED COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
SkyCreek manages a number of the largest Fortune 50 
customer communication e�orts in North America; 
processing millions of multi-channel messages monthly.  
This vast experience has reinforced our core belief; that 
there is a direct correlation between the resources 
available to communication programs and the 
performance they produce in terms of quality and cost.  

From message development, interaction design, delivery 
management, systems integration, quality assurance to 
proactive performance improvement; the degree of 
e�ort that goes into tweaking these variables makes the 
di�erence between average results and achieving 
breakthrough performance that resonates across the 
top and bottom lines of the business. 

The challenge however, is dedicating these support 
resources in today’s budget-constrained reality.  It’s why 
SkyCreek is trusted year-over-year by industry leaders 
to manage key, brand-di�erentiating communications. 
Whether reminding customers of appointments, 
verifying and correcting order information, issuing 
notifications, confirming availability prior to dispatching 
service,  measuring customer satisfaction and employee 
performance, monitoring employee and customer 
compliance or detecting and preventing customer 
churn, SkyCreek will prove how our managed approach 
will optimize spend and maximize experience.

optimizing customer communications

THE IMPORTANCE OF OPTIMIZED COMMUNICATIONS
In today’s customer-centric business climate, how 
e�ciently, e�ectively and respectfully you communicate 
with your customers at key touch points throughout 
their lifecycle will not only dictate customer loyalty and 
brand perception, it will drive the cost of customer 
non-compliance in the form of missed appointments, 
underutilized resources, poor NPS scores, customer 
churn and downstream call center support.

With rising customer expectations and the growing risk 
of poor quality and performance virally spreading 
across social networks, it’s no longer su�cient to simply 
set and forget internally managed or self-service 
automated contact solutions to reliably perform in 
today’s customer savvy world.  A more dedicated 
managed approach is required to refine, personalize and 
ultimately optimize the communications experience for 
customers at every key touch point.

MANAGED CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS
SkyCreek has the answer; a dedicated, fully managed 
multi-channel (IVR, Email, SMS) enterprise customer 
communications solution that combines over 20 years 
high-volume communications management experience, 
industry hardened, advanced contact technologies with 
a named, dedicated program management model that 
assures our clients optimally design, deliver and 
differentiate the communications experience they 
provide to their customers, day-to-day, year after year.
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EXPERTLY MANAGED CONTACT SOLUTIONS FOR OTPIMIZING KEY 
CUSTOMER TOUCH POINTS
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MANAGED COMMUNICATIONS = OPTIMIZED EXPERIENCES
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customer communications programs that engineer and 
sustain long-term operational cost savings.   

Whether the focus is to reduce cost, improve quality or 
stand-up new customer communication capabilities, 
our dedicated managed communications solutions are 
designed to be easily customized, rapidly deployed and 
inexpensively extended through our expanding array of 
point contact services, channel options (IVR, Email, 
SMS, Social, Web, Mobile App) and system integrations 
(CRM, WFM, Billing, etc).

All SkyCreek managed solutions are hosted in our 
fully-redundant, multi-honed SSAE-16 data centers 
(HIPPA & PCI compliant) in Reston and Chicago; 
o�ering thousands of calling port capacity and 
nation-wide throughput.

ENTERPRISE & PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

In addition to our named, dedicated customer 
communication program management model; 
SkyCreek also provides a full complement of enterprise 
and professional support services to further customize 
and extend communication solutions to achieve 
maximum quality, performance and cost e�ciency. 

Everything from complex systems integrations with 
deep legacy systems, to developing fully customized 
solutions, our professional services organizations are 
there to ensure optimum performance of SkyCreek 
solutions by: reducing implementation costs and 
time-to-delivery, increasing solution productivity and 
maximizing systems availability and reliability, and by 
resolving technical issues before they e�ect service; all 
to more e�ectively manage your technology and 
business investment.

HIGHLY-RELIABLE CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS
Underlying all SkyCreek managed communications 
solutions and custom multi-channel interaction 
programs is the SkyCreek INTERACT customer 
interaction management platform. 

SkyCreek INTERACT was built to support the scale and 
throughput requirements of the telecommunications 
industry and it’s the engine responsible for brokering all 
inbound and outbound multi-channel connections, 
dynamically managing SkyCreek contact services and 
customer communications programs, and e�ciently 
managing systems resources and overall  performance. 

It’s an extensible J2EE-based platform that delivers the 
power of flexible, adaptive and scalable communication 
services without being dependent on costly database, 
application server or soft switch IVR software. It’s built 
on reliable VoiceXML and CCXML standards and 
incorporates traditional touch-tone IVR, text-to-speech 
(TTS), automated speech recognition (ASR), call 
control and recording, CTI, ISDN, SIP VoIP, scaled email 
and text functions. It is aware of available calling ports 
and connections by channel and can pull and combine 
data, audio, video and pre-recorded, multilingual 
scripts, text-to-speech and other message information 
from a variety of sources to customize delivery based 
on the connection established—call answered by 
person, by voicemail, by answering machine, by fax—all 
to support any communications program, regardless of 
the complexity or scale. 

FULLY REDUNDANT HOSTING INFRASTRUCTURE
SkyCreek provides industry-hardened, dedicated 
managed, best practice Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 
solutions for high-volume, high-quality automated 
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